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The photophysics and electron injection dynamics of Ru(dcbpy)2(NCS)2 [dcbpy ) (4,4′-dicarboxy-2,2′bipyridine)] (or Ru N3) in solution and adsorbed on nanocrystalline Al2O3 and TiO2 thin films were studied
by femtosecond mid-IR spectroscopy. For Ru N3 in ethanol after 400 nm excitation, the long-lived metalto-ligand charge transfer (3MLCT) excited state with CN stretching bands at 2040 cm-1 was formed in less
than 100 fs. No further decay of the excited-state absorption was observed within 1 ns consistent with the
previously known 59 ns lifetime. For Ru N3 absorbed on Al2O3, an insulating substrate, the 3MLCT state
was also formed in less than 100 fs. In contrast to Ru N3 in ethanol, this excited state decayed by 50% within
1 ns via multiple exponential decay while no ground-state recovery was observed. This decay is attributed to
electron transfer to surface states in the band gap of Al2O3 nanoparticles. For Ru N3 adsorbed onto the surface
of TiO2, the transient mid-IR signal was dominated by the IR absorption of injected electrons in TiO2 in the
1700-2400 cm-1 region. The rise time of the IR signal can be fitted by biexponential rise functions: 50 (
25 fs (>84%) and 1.7 ( 0.5 ps (<16%) after deconvolution of instrument response function determined in
a thin silicon wafer. Because of the scattering of the pump photon in the porous TiO2 thin film, the instrument
response may be slightly lengthened, which may require a faster rise time for the first component to fit the
data. The first component is assigned to the electron injection from the Ru N3 excited state to TiO2. The
amplitude of the slower component appears to vary with samples ranging from ca. 16% in new samples to
<5% in aged samples. The subsequent dynamics of the injected electrons have also been monitored by the
decay of the IR signal. The observed 20% decay in amplitude within 1 ns was attributed to electron trapping
dynamics in the thin films.

1. Introduction
Photoelectrochemical solar cells based on dye-sensitized TiO2
films have received much attention in recent years because of
their potential applications as a cost-effective alternative to
silicon-based cells.1-5 Since the report by Graetzel’s group that
solar cells based on Ru(dcbpy)2(NCS)2 [dcbpy ) (4,4′-dicarboxy-2,2′-bipyridine)] (or Ru N3)-sensitized nanocrystalline
TiO2 thin films can achieve a solar to electric power conversion
efficiency of about 10%,6,7 electron injection and recombination
properties of Ru-dye-sensitized semiconductors have been
studied by many groups.8-24 Although different studies have
reported very different time scales of electron injection, it is
generally agreed that the high-energy conversion efficiency can
be attributed to fast-electron injection from the sensitizer to the
semiconductor and much slower back electron transfer (ET) to
the sensitizer.3
The exact nature and time scale of the electron injection step
for Ru N3 have been subjects of a recent debate.12,14 Electron
injection in Ru N3-sensitized nanocrystalline TiO2 films in an
ethylene carbonate/propylene carbonate (1:1) solution was
reported originally to be a biphasic process with time constants
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of <150 fs and 1.2 ps in a visible transient absorption study. A
more recent study by Hanappel et al.12 reported different
transient spectra for samples in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV). The
exact assignment of these different electronic spectra is still a
subject of current debate.25,26 The difficulty of assigning the
complex transient spectra of dye molecules can be avoided by
using a technique that can directly probe injected electrons. In
the study by Hanappel et al.,12 a transient near-IR signal at 1100
nm was observed and assigned to injected electrons in TiO2.
However, in a more recent study under atmospheric conditions
that probed at 1500 nm, similar transient absorption signals for
Ru N3 in ethanol and for Ru N3 on ZrO2 were reported.9 The
rise time of the signal appears to be similar to the signal
observed in Ru N3 on TiO2 thin films under the same
experimental condition, but the amplitude is somewhat smaller.9
This study indicates that the transient near-IR signal may contain
non-negligible contributions from the electronic transitions of
the sensitizer in the Ru N3 dye-sensitized system under normal
atmospheric conditions. This near-IR probe technique for
studying electron transfer may face similar difficulty as earlier
studies in the visible region: the possible spectral overlap of
the ground state, excited singlet state, triplet state of the neutral
sensitizer, the ground state of the cation, and the absorption of
injected electrons.
Recently, transient mid-IR spectroscopy was used to study
electron transfer in sensitized nanoparticles.8-10,27,28 Unlike
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previous studies in the near-IR region, this technique can directly
probe the mid-IR absorption of electrons inside semiconductors
without the complication of broad electronic transitions of the
adsorbates. It has been well-demonstrated that in bulk29,30 and
quantum well31 semiconductor materials, conduction band
electrons in semiconductors have strong absorptions in the
infrared region. These absorptions consist of free carrier
absorption,32 which is often broad and increases with wavelength, intraband transitions32 between different valleys (or
subbands) within the conduction band, and absorptions of trap
states. Since the IR absorption of electrons is direct evidence
for the arrival of electrons inside nanoparticles, it can be used
as an unambiguous spectroscopic probe for studying interfacial
electron transfer between a semiconductor and its adsorbates.
We have recently studied electron-transfer dynamics in Ru
N3-sensitized TiO2 thin films using femtosecond mid-IR
spectroscopy. In an earlier Letter, we reported the ultrafast
injection time for Ru N3-sensitized nanocrystalline TiO2 thin
film using femtosecond IR spectroscopy in the near- to mid-IR
region.9 The observed ultrafast electron injection from the Ru
N3 excited state to TiO2 in about 50 fs suggests that electroninjection dynamics can occur on the same time scale as
intramolecular vibrational relaxation and intersystem crossing
in these Ru dye molecules. In this paper, we will examine the
excited-state dynamics of Ru N3 in solution and adsorbed on
Al2O3 films. These dynamics will be compared with the
electron-injection dynamics for Ru N3 on TiO2 thin films. In
addition, the dynamics of the injected electrons in TiO2 films
will also be discussed.
2. Experimental Section
Femtosecond IR Spectrometer. The femtosecond infrared
spectrometer at Emory University used for this study is based
on an amplified femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser system from
Clark-MXR (1 kHz repetition rate at 800 nm, 100 fs, 900 µJ/
pulse) and nonlinear frequency mixing techniques. The details
of this set up have been described elsewhere.27,28 Briefly, the
800 nm output pulse from the regenerative amplifier is split
into two parts. One part, with about 600 µJ/pulse, is used to
pump a Clark IR optical parametric amplifier to generate two
tunable near-IR pulses from 1.1 to 2.5 µm. These signal and
idler pulses are combined in an AgGaS2 crystal to generate midIR pulses from 3 to 10 µm by difference frequency generation.
The mid-IR pulses have a typical intensity fluctuation of 1-3%.
The remaining part of the 800 nm pulse, with 300 µJ/pulse, is
frequency doubled in a BBO crystal to generate pump pulses
at 400 nm. The probe IR pulses are divided into a signal beam
and a reference beam. While the signal beam measures the
absorption of the sample, the reference beam is used to
normalize the laser intensity fluctuation. Both beams are then
dispersed in a monochromator. A 2-3 cm-1 slice of the total
spectrum (approximately 200 cm-1) is measured by a pair of
MCT detectors for each laser pulse. To minimize low-frequency
laser fluctuations, the main noise source, every other pump pulse
is blocked with a synchronized chopper (New Focus model
3500) at 500 Hz, and the absorbance change is calculated with
two adjacent probe pulses (pump blocked vs pump unblocked).
Transient absorption spectra are recorded by scanning the
monochromator at a fixed pump probe delay time. Kinetics data
are taken at fixed wavelength while scanning the delay time.
In all the experiments presented here, a flowing solution
sample or a moving film sample was pumped at 400 nm and
the subsequent absorbance change in the 1950-2200 cm-1
region was measured. The pump energy varies from 1 to 10 µJ
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depending on the sample, as indicated below. The diameters of
the pump and probe beams at the sample were 500 and 300
µm, respectively. The instrument response for a 400 nm pump
mid-IR probe experiments was determined in a thin silicon
wafer, in which the absorption of 400 nm photons led to
instantaneous generation of free carriers that absorbed strongly
in the mid-IR region. The typical instrument response function
measured was well-presented by a Gaussian function with a
full width at half-maximum (fwhm) of about 190 fs.
Sample Preparations. TiO2 nanoparticle colloids were
prepared as previously described, using Degussa P25 TiO2
(about 70% anatase and 30% rutile) as starting material.6 The
Al2O3 nanoparticle colloid was prepared using a method similar
to that used for TiO2. The starting materials were Degussa
Aluminum Oxide C (primary particle size of 13 nm). Some
adjustment of the ratio of starting material weight to distilled
water volume was required for the Al2O3 preparation. Thin films
were prepared using these colloids as previously described.9 The
films were prepared on c-cut polished sapphire substrates and
fired at 450 °C for 45 min in air. TiO2 and ZrO2 films were 5
µm thick with good transparency. The Al2O3 films were ∼15
µm thick and showed greater scattering than the TiO2 films.
Immersion and storage of the TiO2 and Al2O3 films in a room
temperature ethanol solution containing 200 µM Ru N3 and 20
mM chenodeoxycholic acid resulted in adsorption of the Ru
N3 to the porous film surface. The resulting dye-sensitized films
showed an absorbance of ∼1.0 at 400 and 550 nm. The
absorbance at 400 nm for a typical naked film used in the
experiment was about 0.3 OD with contributions from both
absorption and scattering of the nanocrystalline films. Highpurity Ru N3 was purchased from Solaronix (Lausanne,
Switzerland).
3. Results
Ru N3 in Ethanol. To understand the detailed electroninjection dynamics of the Ru N3-sensitized TiO2 films, the
excited-state dynamics of the sensitizer molecules themselves,
without the complication of electron injection, need to be
understood. We have studied the excited-state dynamics of Ru
N3 (1) in ethanol solution and (2) adsorbed on Al2O3 film, a
large band gap substrate.
Shown in Figure 1b are transient IR spectra in the CN
stretching mode region of Ru N3 in ethanol (connected full
circles) and adsorbed in Al2O3 film (connected open circles) at
5 ps after 400 nm excitation. Shown in Figure 1a are groundstate FT-IR spectra of the dye in ethanol (solid line) and
adsorbed on Al2O3 film (dotted line). The excitation leads to
bleach of the ground-state absorption at 2115 cm-1 and a small
shoulder at 2140 cm-1, while creating two new bands at 2040
and 2075 cm-1. Shown in Figure 2 are transient kinetics of the
sensitizer in solution measured at the peaks of the transient
spectrum: (a) 2115, (b) 2075, and (c) 2040 cm-1. The kinetics
at longer time at (a) 2115 and (b) 2040 cm-1 are shown in Figure
3. The full circles in these figures are the experimental data,
and the solid lines are obtained fits by convolution of a singleexponential rise function with the instrument response function.
For the kinetics trace at 2040 cm-1 (Figure 2c), the rise time of
the signal appears to be instrument response time limited. An
instrument response time limited rise measured in a thin silicon
wafer, as indicated by the dashed curve, and a fit with a 75 fs
single-exponential rise time (solid curve) are shown for comparison. Within the signal-to-noise ratio of the data, satisfactory
fits can be obtained for single-exponential rise time constant of
<75 fs, which is considered as the upper limit of the rise time.
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Figure 1. (a) Ground-state FTIR spectra of Ru N3 in ethanol (solid
line) and on Al2O3 film (dotted line). (b) Transient IR difference spectra
of Ru N3 in ethanol (full circles) and on Al2O3 film (open circles) at
5 ps after 400 nm excitation.

Figure 3. Kinetic traces of Ru N3 in ethanol taken at the two main
peaks of the transient spectrum, (a) 2115 and (b) 2040 cm-1. The filled
circles are the data and the solid lines are the fits.

Figure 2. Transient kinetics of Ru N3 in ethanol measured at the peaks
of the transient spectrum: (a) at 2115, (b) at 2075, and (c) at 2040
cm-1. Filled circles are data points, solid lines are best fits, and dashed
lines indicate the instrument response measured in silicon. The fits in
(b) and (c) are single-exponential rise with a 75 fs time constant, and
the fit in (a) includes PFID (see main text).

For the kinetics trace at 2075 cm-1 (Figure 2b), reasonable fits
can be obtained with a rise time of 75 ( 50 fs. The formation

of the bleach at 2115 cm-1 appears to be slower as shown in
Figure 2a. This slow rise can be attributed to perturbed free
induction decay.33 The absorbance change at these peak
wavelengths shows negligible decay in the nanosecond time
scale, as shown in Figure 3. Satisfactory fits of the data can be
obtained with decay functions with time constants .1 ns.
Ru N3 on Al2O3. Since electron injection occurs from
adsorbed Ru N3 molecules on the TiO2 surface, it is more
relevant to study the excited-state dynamics of adsorbed dye
molecules on a noninjecting substrate. The band gap for Al2O3
is about 8 eV,47 and its conduction band is not accessible by
the excited state of the dye.22
The transient spectrum of Ru N3 adsorbed on Al2O3 is shown
by the connected open circles in Figure 1b. A 400 nm excitation
leads to a bleach of the peak at 2115 cm-1 for adsorbed Ru N3
and the generation of a new band at 2040 cm-1. Shown in Figure
4 is a transient kinetics scan of Ru N3 adsorbed on Al2O3 film
measured at 2040 cm-1. Because of the poor data quality and
small number of data points on the rising edge of the data, the
rise time of the signal cannot be determined accurately. Shown
by the solid and dash curve are fits with single-exponential rise
time of 1 fs (to represent no rise time) and 100 fs. Within the
signal-to-noise, satisfactory fits to the data can be obtained with
single-exponential rise times of <100 fs. The kinetics on a
longer time scale are shown in Figure 5 for probe wavelength
at (a) 2115 and (b) 2040 cm-1. The best fit to the data at 2115
cm-1, represented by the solid line in Figure 5a, shows again a
>1 ns recovery, similar to the bleach recovery kinetics for Ru
N3 in ethanol. The transient absorption at 2040 cm-1 for Ru
N3 on Al2O3 decays by about 50% by 1 ns, very different from
that of Ru N3 in ethanol. The decay kinetics can be fit by a
biexponential decay function plus a long-lived component with
the following time constants and initial amplitudes (in parentheses): 3.5 ps (21%), 130 ps (26%), and .1 ns (53%), as
shown by the solid line in Figure 5b. The dashed line, shown
in Figure 5b for comparison, indicates a .1 ns decay component
similar to that observed for Ru N3 in ethanol.
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Figure 4. Transient kinetics of Ru N3-sensitized Al2O3 film taken at
2040 cm-1. The data are filled circles. A 1 fs fit (heavy line),
representing negligible rise time, and a 100 fs fit (light line) are shown.

Figure 5. Kinetics traces of Ru N3-sensitized Al2O3 film measured at
the peaks of the transient spectrum (data are filled circles): (a) at 2115
cm-1 with >1 ns recovery like Ru N3 in ethanol and (b) at 2040 cm-1
with a multiexponential fit (solid line) showing 3.5 ps, 130 ps, and >1
ns decay components in contrast to Ru N3 in ethanol (dashed line).

Ru N3 on TiO2. Shown in Figure 6 is a comparison of
transient IR signals in thin films of Ru N3-sensitized TiO2,
naked TiO2, and Ru N3-sensitized Al2O3 measured at 2040 cm-1
with 1.1 µJ of 400 nm excitation. It should be pointed out that
the data shown in Figures 1b, 4, and 5 for Ru N3-sensitized
Al2O3 were collected with seven times higher pump power. At
the reduced pump power, the transient IR signals for Ru N3sensitized Al2O3 film is negligible, as indicated by the dotted
curve. The signal in the naked TiO2 film is about 0.6 OD, about
10 times smaller than that in Ru N3-sensitized TiO2 thin films.
We found that the signal in Ru N3-sensitized TiO2 thin films
was very broad and can be observed in the 1700-2400 cm-1
region. This signal is assigned to injected electrons in TiO2 (see
below).
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Figure 6. Comparison of signals in films of Ru N3-sensitized TiO2
(filled circles), naked TiO2 (connected diamonds), and Ru N3-sensitized
Al2O3 (dotted line) probed at 2040 cm-1 after 400 nm excitation. A 50
fs fit (heavy line) and a 100 fs fit (light line) are shown with the
instrument response taken in silicon for comparison (dashed line).

The rise time of the data shown in Figure 6 for Ru
N3-sensitized TiO2 thin films can be well fit by a singleexponential rise function convoluted with the instrument
response function. The best fit to the data at 2040 cm-1 yielded
a 50 fs rise as shown by the solid line. The fitting procedure
allowed t ) 0 to vary, which caused some uncertainty in the
fitting of the rise time. This uncertainty is included in the error
bar of (25 fs, which reflects a 50% increase of the χ2 of the
fit. The light line in Figure 6 shows a similar curve with a 100
fs rise time, which cannot give a satisfactory fit to the data. A
similar rise time has been observed at probe wavelengths in
the 2000-2200 cm-1 region. Shown in Figure 7 are transient
kinetics for Ru N3-sensitized TiO2 at (a) 2083, (b) 2115, and
(c) 2160 cm-1. The full circles are experimental data, and the
solid lines are the best fits to the data. The rise of the data at
these three other wavelengths can be well fit by a singleexponential rise function convoluted with the instrument
response function. The best fits to these data yielded rise time
constants between 50 and 75 fs. At wavelengths with highquality data, such as 2040, 2115, and 2160 cm-1, the range of
the rise time constants that could produce a good fit was
determined to be about (25 fs of the best fit. We, therefore,
report an average rise time of 50 ( 25 fs. In addition to this
fast injection component, there appears to be a much smaller
and slower rise component in the picosecond time scale. Figure
8 shows the kinetics up to 10 ps for Ru N3-sensitized TiO2
film probed at (a) 2040, (b) 2115, and (c) 2150 cm-1. The
kinetics can be well-fit by two exponential rise functions. The
rise time of the fast component was fixed at 50 fs, which was
determined by the short kinetics shown in Figures 6 and 7. Best
fits to the data yield time constants for the second rise
component of 1.7 ( 0.5 ps. The relative amplitudes for both
components at each wavelength are listed in Table 1.
Shown in Figure 9 are decay kinetics of the transient IR
signals measured in Ru N3-sensitized TiO2 films (full circles)
and naked TiO2 films (open circles). The signals from the naked
film were measured at seven times higher pump power
compared to those of the sensitized film. The decay of the IR
signals in the sensitized film can be fitted by double-exponentialdecay functions and the decay in unsensitized film can be wellfit by three-exponential-decay functions. The best fits of the
data using these models are listed in Table 1. The slowest decay
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Figure 7. Transient kinetics of Ru N3-sensitized TiO2 film at (a) 2083,
(b) 2115, and (c) 2160 cm-1. The data are full circles and fits are solid
lines showing a 50-75 fs rise.

component is larger than 1 ns and is not well-determined by
our data because of the limited delay time.
4. Discussions
1. Photophysics of Ru N3 in Solution. As shown in Figure
1, excitation at 400 nm led to the bleach at 2115 cm-1 and the
small shoulder at 2140 cm-1. The bleach at 2115 cm-1 is
identical to the peak of the CN stretching mode of freshly
prepared Ru N3, as shown by the FTIR spectrum of Ru N3 in
ethanol. This peak, with a fwhm of about 30 cm-1, contains
both the symmetric and asymmetric CN stretching modes. The
small shoulder at 2140 cm-1 was not observed in the FTIR
spectrum of freshly prepared Ru N3 in ethanol solution but could
be seen in samples that were a few days old. This shoulder was
also absent in the FTIR spectra of Ru N3-sensitized Al2O3 and
TiO2 thin films that were used in the experiments. The small
shoulder present in the old solution samples may have resulted
from protonation of the Ru N3 because of the increasing amount
of water dissolved in ethanol from exposure to air. This could
not occur for Ru N3 adsorbed on the films since the carboxylate
groups were bound to the surface.
Two new CN stretching absorption bands in the excited state
were observed at 5 ps after the excitation, as shown in Figure
1. These bands at 2040 and about 2075 cm-1 are shifted to lower
energy compared to their respective ground-state CN stretching
modes at 2115 and 2140 cm-1. For Ru N3 in solution, its UV-
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Figure 8. Transient kinetics of Ru N3-sensitized TiO2 film at (a) 2040,
(b) 2115, and (c) 2150 cm-1. The data are full circles and the
biexponential fits are solid lines showing a fast 50 fs rise and a slower
1.7 ( 0.5 ps rise.

vis spectrum shows two strong 1MLCT bands centered at 395
and 530 nm. Excitation at 400 nm promotes an electron from
the Ru(II) π symmetry d-orbitals to the dcbpy π* orbital forming
Ru(III). The SCN- ligand can be represented as a superposition
of the following two resonant structures:

(a) Ru:NtCsS:::(-1) (b) Ru::N(-1)dCdS::
In the ground state, structure a is more favorable. In the MLCT
excited state, the Ru(III) metal center has a smaller electron
charge density, which favors the more negatively charged N
atom of the NCS ligand. So the excited state may have more
character of structure b compared to the ground state, which
leads to a weakened CN bond strength. This is consistent with
the observed decrease of the CN stretching frequency in the
excited state. In fact, a NCS- group to Ru(III) charge-transfer
band has been observed for the cationic form of the Ru(III) N3
in solution or on TiO2,14 supporting the explanation above.
In a previous study on Ru(bpy)3+2, it was found that the longlived 3MLCT in this Ru complex was formed on the subpicosecond time scale.34 We, thus, expect that the Ru N3 may
also relax from the initially excited 1MLCT state to its lowest
lying excited state, 3MLCT, in the sub-picosecond time scale.
The observed spectrum at 5 ps is most likely that of the 3MLCT
state. The formation and decay time of the excited 3MLCT state
can be obtained from the kinetics measured at the three different
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TABLE 1: Summary of Rise and Decay Kinetics Measured in Ru N3-Sensitized and Naked TiO2 Films

wavenumbers

N3/TiO2
rise time
short scan
(-1 to 1 ps)

2040

50 ( 25 fs

2080
2115

75 ( 25 fs
50 ( 25 fs

2150
2160
average

50 ( 25 fs
50 ( 25 fs

N3/TiO2
rise time
medium scan
(-1 to 10 ps)

N3/TiO2
decay time
long scan
(-10 ps to 1 ns)

naked TiO2
decay time
long scan
(-10 ps to 1 ns)

50 fs (83%)
+1.9 ps (17%)

100 ps (22%)
+5.6 ns (78%)

12 ps (22%)
+200 ps (24%)
+3 ns (54%)

50 fs (86%)
+1.9 ps (14%)

200 ps (15%)
+8 ns (85%)

50 fs (84%)
+1.3 ps (16%)

7 ns (100%)

7 ps (22%)
+150 ps (24%)
+2.6 ns (54%)
15 ps (23%)
+3.4 ns (77%)

50 fs (84%)
+1.7 ( 0.5 ps (16%)

Figure 9. Decay kinetics of transient IR signals measured in Ru N3sensitized TiO2 film (full circles) and naked TiO2 film (open circles).
Solid lines are fits to the data showing multiexponential decay
components for both sensitized and naked films.

peak positions for the ground and excited state, as shown in
Figures 2 and 3. The appearance of the excited state was found
to occur in less than 100 fs according to the best singleexponential fit of the data. These signals show no noticeable
decay for delay times up to 1 ns. This result suggests that upon
400 nm excitation, the molecule relaxes to its lowest lying
3MLCT state in less than 100 fs and stays there for over 1 ns.
This result is consistent with the previous observation of an

ultrafast formation time34 and a 59 ns lifetime of the 3MLCT
state.6 It should be pointed out that the above assignment of
the 3MLCT state formation time is based on the assumption
that the CN stretching mode in the 3MLCT state is different
from that in the 1MLCT state. To the best of our knowledge,
we are not aware of any published results on the possible shift
of CN stretching frequency in similar compounds. Since the
charge distribution on the Ru(III) center may be different in
these two excited states, the amount of charge transfer from
NCS to Ru(III) and back-donation may be different. Therefore,
it is not unreasonable to expect a noticeable shift (>5 cm-1) in
the CN stretch frequency upon relaxation from 1MLCT to
3MLCT state. However, if the CN stretch frequencies are similar
in the 1MLCT and 3MLCT states, the measured <100 fs rise
time does not indicate the 3MLCT state formation time.
2. Photophysics of Ru N3 Adsorbed on Al2O3. Adsorption
of Ru N3 on substrates results in only a slight shift and
broadening of the CN stretch in the ground state.35 The general
features of the UV-vis spectrum are still the same as the
spectrum in solution, showing two MLCT bands at 395 and
530 nm. The detailed shape and possible shift of the bands were
not well-determined in our samples because of the scattering
nature of the Al2O3 film in this region. A previous diffuse
reflectance measurement of a similar Ru dye, Ru(bpy)2(dcbpy)2+, has found a slight extension of the lower MLCT band
to the longer wavelength region upon adsorption on Al2O3 and
TiO2, indicating a charge-transfer interaction between the Ru
dye and the substrates.19 For Ru N3 on Al2O3, excitation at 400
nm is again expected to promote an electron from the Ru π
symmetry d-orbitals to the dcbpy π* orbitals, forming Ru(III).
The general features of the transient IR spectrum, as shown in
Figure 1, are still the same compared to that of Ru N3 in
solution, except the absence of the small shoulder at 2140 cm-1
and the corresponding absorption band at about 2075 cm-1. A
similar spectral shift to lower energy in the excited state was
observed and can be explained in a manner similar to that of
Ru N3 in ethanol solution, as discussed in the earlier section.
The rise time of the transient absorption at 2040 cm-1 was
also found to be <100 fs according to the best fit of kinetics
shown in Figure 4. This rise time is again interpreted as the
formation time of the lowest lying 3MLCT state. The subsequent
decay of the excited state is, however, significantly different
from that of Ru N3 in solution, as shown by Figure 5b. Since
no ground-state bleach recovery was observed (see Figure 5a),
the decay of the excited state must produce a new species that
is different from the ground state and lowest lying 3MLCT state.
We are probing the IR absorption of the lowest lying excited
state, not the fluorescence. Therefore, energy transfer between
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sensitizers would not cause any decay of the observed signal.
One possibility of this intermediate corresponds to the injection
of an electron from the dcbpy π* orbital to the substrate.
Although electron injection into the conduction band of Al2O3
is not possible in this large band gap material, a pathway
involving electron transfer to surface states is possible. Electrons
in these surface states in the band gap are far below the
conduction band47 and would not have any significant mid-IR
absorption. Since the film is made of nanocrystalline particles,
there is a large density of surface states. In a previous experiment
with cresyl violet-sensitized Al2O3,36 the fluorescence lifetime
of the adsorbed dye at low coverage was found to be shorter
compared to those in solution. It was suggested that electron
transfer into the surface states in the band gap may be
responsible for the observed fluorescence quenching in this large
band gap semiconductor.36 It should be pointed out that large
band gap semiconductors such as Al2O3 and ZrO2 have been
considered as noninjecting substrates in many previous studies
of dye sensitization.19,22 For [Ru(bpy)2(dcbpy)]2+ adsorbed on
Al2O3, the overall luminescence decay time was found to be
similar to that in solution although there exists a fast decay
component in the nanosecond time scale, which was attributed
to the excited-state annihilation process between adsorbed dye
molecules.19 The 50% decay of the excited state within 1 ns
observed in this experiment suggests that electron injection into
surface states in the band gap of these large band gap
semiconductor nanomaterials can occur on the sub-nanosecond
time scale.
3. Electron Injection from Ru N3 to TiO2. a. Assignment
of the IR Absorption of Injected Electrons. As shown in
Figure 6, the observed signal in Ru N3-sensitized TiO2 films is
much larger than Ru N3-sensitized Al2O3 films or naked films
after 400 nm excitation. For Ru N3-sensitized Al2O3, the
maximum absorbance change at the peak of the CN stretching
band was 4 mOD measured at about 8 µJ pump power as shown
in Figure 1b. At the reduced pump power of 1.1 µJ, the
amplitude of the signal from the Ru N3 vibrational spectral
change can be estimated to be <0.5 mOD, consistent with the
lack of transient IR signal for Ru N3-sensitized Al2O3, as shown
in Figure 6. Therefore, at this low pump power, the changes in
the adsorbate vibrational spectrum should not contribute noticeably to the observed signal in Ru N3-sensitized TiO2 films. The
TiO2 films were prepared with a mixture of anatase and rutile
TiO2 nanoparticles, whose band gaps are 3.2 and 3.0 eV,
respectively. The optical absorbance at 400 nm for a typical
naked film used in the experiment was about 0.3 OD, with
contributions from both absorption to the conduction band in
rutile nanoparticles and surface states near the conduction band
in anatase nanoparticles as well as scattering of the nanocrystalline films. Excitation of the film at 400 nm can create
electrons near the conduction band edge and holes in the valence
band37 leading to the small observed signal (0.6 mOD) shown
in Figure 6. Since both Ru N3-sensitized Al2O3 and naked TiO2
films have negligible transient IR signals after 400 nm excitation,
the observed 6 mOD signal in the Ru N3-sensitized TiO2 film
cannot be attributed to that of Ru N3 vibrational spectral change
or the direct photoexcitation of electron and hole pairs in the
naked TiO2 film. The observed signal must then be due to
injected electrons in TiO2 from the sensitizer. Furthermore, the
observed signal is very broad in the mid-IR region. It is present
in all the mid-IR wavelengths that we have probed so far ranging
from 1700 to 2400 cm-1. This type of broad mid-IR absorption
signal can be attributed to injected electrons and has been shown
for injected electrons in TiO2 nanoparticles in colloidal solution27
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and thin films.8-10 The exact spectral shape of the IR absorption,
which can be used to determine the nature of the injected
electrons (free vs trapped), is yet to be fully characterized.
b. Electron Injection Time. Since the observed IR absorption
shown in Figure 6 is due to injected electrons, its rise time is
the electron injection time from the sensitizer to TiO2. In our
earlier Letter,9 we concentrated on the ultra-fast-injection
kinetics and reported a ca. 50 fs injection time. We have since
repeated the measurements at many different wavelengths in
the 2000-2200 cm-1 region. In addition, we have also
performed careful measurements in the <100 ps time scale to
determine whether there are any multiexponential injection
kinetics. As shown in Figures 6-8 as well as listed in Table 1,
the best fits to the data in the 2000-2200 cm-1 region yield
double exponential rise times of 50 ( 25 fs (>84%) and 1.7 (
0.5 ps (<16%). The ultrafast injection time is still the same as
the previously reported value. In addition, we have also observed
a small slower rise in the data. We found that this second
component was very sensitive to the sample condition. Its
amplitude appeared to be bigger in freshly prepared samples
and became smaller when the samples aged, although no
noticeable difference could be observed from the static UVvis and FTIR spectra of the films. The exact origin of the second
component is so far unknown. More experiments that carefully
correlate sample preparation and transient kinetics will be
performed to resolve this issue. It is possible that some dye
molecules were adsorbed poorly on the surface of TiO2 in the
freshly prepared sample, which may either fall off or eventually
bind more strongly, leaving only well-anchored Ru N3 in old
samples. Our results clearly demonstrate that >84% of the
electrons are injected in about 50 fs after the excitation of Ru
N3 molecules at 400 nm.
It should be pointed out that the instrument response functions
used in the deconvolution were determined in a thin silicon
wafer, in which 400 nm excitation leads to instantaneous
generation of electrons and holes. The Ru N3-sensitized TiO2
films are highly porous consisting of interconnected nanoparticles of ca. 20 nm average diameter. Although negligible
scattering of the probe IR beam is expected, some scattering of
the 400 nm pump beam may be possible. This scattering process,
if not negligible, may lengthen the effective instrument response
function in these porous films compared to those measured in
a silicon wafer. We have recently compared the instrument
response function (IRF) determined from the rise time of the
transient IR signal in a thin silicon wafer and unsensitized TiO2
thin films, which were prepared under the same condition as
those films used for the Ru N3-sensitized samples. It was found
that the observed IRF for the porous films was about 20 fs longer
than that in the silicon wafer. Since the amount of scattering in
the Ru N3-sensitized film may be smaller because of its stronger
absorption, the amount of correction for the IRF can be
estimated to be <20 fs, although the exact amount of correction
needed is unknown. A lengthened instrument response function
from scattering would require an even faster rise time to fit the
data. Without a more accurate way of measuring the instrument
response function in the porous film and the limited time
resolution, we cannot exclude the possibility that the electron
injection time is even faster than 50 ( 25 fs.
c. Identity of the Injection State. The observed 50 fs
injection time from Ru N3 to TiO2 is on the same time scale or
even faster than the intramolecular vibrational energy relaxation
as well as intersystem crossing time of adsorbate molecules.
The time scale of vibrational energy redistribution for large
molecules in solution was often found to be on the order of
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10s to 100s of femtoseconds,38,39 although the exact time scale
for Ru N3 has yet to be determined. Electronic relaxation from
the initially prepared Franck-Condon state to the long-lived
3MLCT state for Ru(bpy) 2+ in solution was found to occur on
3
the 100 fs time scale.34 Our measurement of the formation time
of the CN stretch mode in the 3MLCT excited state also yields
a rise time of <75 fs for Ru N3 in ethanol and adsorbed on
Al2O3. If we assume a noticeable shift of CN-stretching
frequency from 1MLCT state to the 3MLCT state, the measured
time suggests that the formation time of 3MLCT state in Ru
N3 is also occurring in the <75 fs time scale. While it is possible
that electron injection may occur in the same time scale or even
prior to vibrational energy redistribution and intersystem crossing, as suggested in a recent paper,12 our data do not provide
unambiguous evidence for the identity of the injection state.
Ongoing pump-wavelength-dependent experiments may provide
more insight into these important issues. It should be pointed
out that in a recent photocurrent measurement on Fe(dcbpy)2(CN)2-sensitized nanocrystalline TiO2 film electrodes, evidence
for electron injection prior to intersystem crossing from 1MLCT
state to lower lying ligand field states was reported.40
The exact reason for the ultrafast injection of electron from
the sensitizer to TiO2 is so far unclear. A direct charge-transfer
transition from Ru to TiO2 is not likely in this system because
of the lack of spectral overlap between Ru and TiO2 orbitals.
This notion is supported by the observation of only minor red
shift of the Ru N3 absorption spectrum when adsorbed on
TiO2.19 One possibility for the observed fast injection is a strong
coupling of the dcbpy π* orbital with TiO2, leading to an
adiabatic electron transfer from dcbpy to TiO2. In this case, the
optical transition would correspond to excitation from Ru to a
mixed state of dcbpy π* and Ti 3d orbitals, although the initial
wave packet is still prepared in the dcbpy side because of
Franck-Condon overlap. However, it is still unclear whether
strong coupling is necessary for fast interfacial electron-transfer
processes from adsorbate to semiconductors, which have large
density of states. According to Fermi’s golden rule, a large
accepting state density in TiO2 would also give rise to an
ultrafast injection time even when the coupling between dcbpy
π* orbital and TiO2 is weak or intermediate. The extent of
electronic coupling and origin of the ultrafast injection dynamics
will be investigated in future experiments by systematically
varying the coupling strength and density of accepting state.
d. Comparison with Previous Works. Ultrafast electron
injection dynamics in Ru N3-sensitized TiO2 films have been
studied by other groups.12,14 Tachibana et al.14 reported an almost
equal amplitude biphasic-injection process with time constants
of <150 fs and 1.2 ps. Here, the electron injection process was
identified by measuring the apparent25,26 transient spectrum in
the 500-900 nm region of the oxidized form of Ru N3 dye.
The 1.2 ps rise component was directly measured at the peak
of the cation absorption at 750 nm. The <150 fs injection
component was inferred from the observation that the transient
spectrum at 150 fs, the earliest time measured, was already half
of the magnitude of the total spectral change at later time. The
fast component appears to be consistent with our measured 50
fs injection time. However, the intensity of the second component with 50% of the total amplitude was much bigger than
our 1.7 ( 0.5 ps (<16%) component. The origin for the
discrepancy is so far unclear. It should be pointed out that the
transient visible spectral change measured in the earlier study
by Tachibana et al.14 may contain contributions from vibrational
relaxation dynamics of the cation. Ultrafast electron injection
may form vibrationally hot cation molecules, whose vibrational
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cooling time should be on the picosecond time scale. Since
>90% of the IR signal observed in our measurement was from
injected electrons in TiO2, the measured kinetics are basically
free from the influence of vibrational relaxation dynamics of
the sensitizer.
A more recent study of the same system in a UHV chamber12
reported a different transient absorption in the visible and nearIR regions. The reason for the different transient spectra in UHV
and solution is still a subject of further debate.25,26 In this study
a near-IR absorption at 1100 nm was observed and assigned to
injected electrons. On the basis of the rise time of the near-IR
signal, a <25 fs injection time was obtained. Our measured
electron injection time is in agreement with the <25 fs injection
time they reported.12 However, we have recently found that
similar near-IR absorptions at 1500 nm could be observed under
atmospheric conditions for Ru N3 on TiO2, N3 in solution, and
N3 on ZrO2 after excitation of the MLCT band.9 The amplitudes
of the latter two signals are about 70% of that for Ru
N3-sensitized TiO2 film under the same pump energy. This
result indicates that under atmospheric conditions there may be
significant absorption from the sensitizer excited state in the
near-IR region.
4. Dynamics of Injected Electrons: Electron Relaxation
and Back-Transfer. While the rise of the IR signal indicates
the electron injection time from sensitizer to TiO2, the decay
of the IR signal reveals the subsequent dynamics of the injected
electrons. The decay of the IR signal can be caused by electron
recombination with the oxidized sensitizer and electron relaxation within TiO2 (electron cooling and trapping). Back electron
transfer decreases the population of injected electrons, and
relaxation of injected electrons in TiO2 changes the IR cross
section of the electrons. The IR absorption of the injected
electrons arises from transitions within states in the conduction
band, trap states, or the combination thereof. Since the density
of the trap states and states in the conduction band decreases
with decreasing energy of the electrons,37,41 both cooling and
trapping of electrons could lead to a decrease of electron IR
absorption cross section. Back electron transfer has been shown
to occur on the millisecond to microsecond time scale.14,42
Therefore, the observed decay in the sensitized film can be
attributed to electron relaxation dynamics within the TiO2 film.
Electron cooling dynamics are typically <1 ps in bulk semiconductor materials,43 indicating that the observed slow decay
kinetics in Ru N3-sensitized TiO2 films are probably related to
electron trapping. It is interesting to note that the trapping
dynamics in the sensitized film are faster than those in a bulk
TiO2 crystal8,27 but slower than those in colloidal nanoparticles,8,27,28 consistent with the trend of the density of trap states
in these different crystalline TiO2 materials.
In the unsensitized film, 400 nm excitation leads to generation
of electron and hole pairs in TiO2. In addition to cooling and
trapping of electrons, electron hole recombination also leads to
the decay of the mid-IR absorption signal. As shown in Figure
9, the mid-IR signal in the naked film decays much faster
compared to the sensitized film: at 1 ns, the IR absorption signal
decayed by about 50% in the naked film, and by about 15% in
the sensitized film. This is also evident in the additional ∼10
ps decay component required in fitting the decay kinetics for
the naked films. To the best of our knowledge, electron-hole
recombination dynamics in TiO2 nanocrystalline thin films have
not been reported previously, although fast electron hole
recombination in TiO2 nanoparticles in solution have been
studied.44-46
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Summary
The photophysics and electron injection dynamics of Ru(dcbpy)2(NCS)2 in solution and adsorbed on Al2O3 and TiO2
thin films have been studied by femtosecond mid-IR spectroscopy. The main experimental results are as follows:
(1) For Ru N3 in ethanol, 400 nm excitation leads to a longlived excited state with CN stretching bands at 2040 cm-1. This
long-lived excited state is assigned to the lowest lying excited
state, i.e., the 3MLCT state. The rise time for the transient IR
signal for the 3MLCT state was found to be <100 fs. This rise
time was tentatively assigned to the formation time of the longlived 3MLCT state. No decay of the excited absorption at 2040
cm-1 was observed within 1 ns, consistent with the previously
known 59 ns lifetime.
(2) For Ru N3 absorbed on nanocrystalline Al2O3 thin films,
a wide band gap semiconductor, a similar shift of CN stretch
frequency was observed for the 3MLCT state, which was formed
in <75 fs. In contrast to Ru N3 in ethanol, this excited-state
decayed by 50% within 1 ns via multiple exponential decay
and no ground-state recovery was observed during the same
time. This decay is attributed to electron transfer to surface states
within the band gap of Al2O3.
(3) For Ru N3-sensitized nanocrystalline TiO2 thin films, the
mid-IR signal in the 1700-2400 cm-1 region was dominated
by injected electrons in TiO2. The rise time of the mid-IR signal
can be fit by biexponential rise functions: 50 ( 25 fs (>84%)
and 1.7 ( 0.5 ps (<16%) after deconvolution of instrument
response function determined in a thin silicon wafer. Because
of the scattering of the pump photons in the porous thin TiO2
film, the instrument response may be slightly lengthened, which
may require a faster rise time for the first component to fit the
data. The first component is assigned to electron injection from
the Ru N3 excited state to TiO2. The amplitude of the slower
component appeared to change with the sample freshness
ranging from ca. 16% in new samples to <5% in aged samples.
The origin for this component is so far unclear.
(4) The dynamics of the injected electrons have also been
monitored by the decay of the IR signal. The IR signal decays
by <20% within 1 ns. This decay is attributed to electron
trapping dynamics in TiO2 films.
This study demonstrates the ability of ultrafast infrared
spectroscopy to unambiguously measure interfacial electron
transfer rates between molecular sensitizers and semiconductors.
The observed fast electron injection time and slow back ET
time is consistent with the previously measured almost 100%
quantum yield for photon to electron conversion.6 There remain
many questions about the detailed mechanisms of electron
injection. The observed electron injection time from the excited
state of Ru N3 to TiO2 appears to be similar to or faster than
the typical intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution time
and intersystem crossing time in the excited states of Ru N3. A
more careful study of the latter two processes may help to
establish the relative rates of these processes. A pump wavelength dependence study will also help to address these issues.
Furthermore, the properties of the injected electrons are yet to
be fully characterized. Ongoing measurements of the time
dependent IR spectral evolution in a wider spectral region would
provide detailed information about the initial state and subsequent relaxation of the injected electrons.
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